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Abstract
We compare Gamma and Linda, two of the most prominent coordination languages based on gen-
erative communication via a shared data space. In Gamma computation is obtained by applying
multiset rewriting rules, reminiscent of the way chemical reactions happen in a solution. On the
other hand, Linda permits interprocess communication by means of the creation and consumption
of shared data. Also a non-blocking input operator is allowed: it terminates indicating if the re-
quired datum has been consumed or it is not actually available. We rst recall two simple calculi
based on Gamma and Linda coordination models. Even if both the languages are Turing powerful,
we show that their expressive power is not comparable; in particular, we prove that there exists
no program distribution preserving encoding of one language in the other that respects at least
the input-output behaviour.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classication: 68N99, 68Q10
1991 Computing Reviews Classication System: D.3, F.1, I.1
Keywords & Phrases: Coordination languages and models, generative communication, expressive-
ness of concurrent languages
1 Introduction
The term coordination is used to indicate a new class of models, formalisms, and mechanisms for
describing concurrent and distributed activities [CH96]. Basically, coordination is achieved either
by generative communication via a shared data space (e.g. Linda [GC92] and Gamma [BM93]) or
by dynamically evolving the interconnections among the processes as a consequence of observations
of their state changes (e.g. Manifold [BABRSZ98]).
A recent survey [PA98] lists at least 30 dierent coordination languages and models. This
amount of dierent proposals requires also the denition of criteria for their comparison and clas-
sication. This paper represents a rst step towards the analysis of such this possible criteria. In
particular, we compare Gamma [BM93] and Linda [GC92], two of the most prominent representa-
tive of the family of coordination languages based on generative communication via a shared data
space.
In Gamma [BM93] computation is described by dening multiset rewriting rules, reminiscent
of the way chemical reactions happen in a solution. For example, a program able to nd the
maximum element in a non-empty multiset of integers can be written in Gamma as follows:
GammaMaximum : fx1; x2g −! fx1g (= x1  x2
The computation consists of the repeated execution of a rewriting rule that consumes an available
pair of elements a and b (respectively matched by the variables x1 and x2) such that a  b and
produce a new occurrence of a. The computation terminates when only one element is available;
this element is the maximum.
Visiting from the University of Bologna, Italy.
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Linda [GC92] consists of a set of primitives allowing interprocess communication via the in-
troduction and consumption of data items to and from a shared data space. We consider three
of the coordination primitives provided by Linda: out(a) (emits an occurrence of datum of kind
a), in(a) (consumes an occurrence of a), inp(a) (non-blocking predicative version of in(a): if the
required datum is available it is consumed and true is returned, otherwise it terminates returning
false). A Linda variant of the above Gamma program can be written as follows:
LindaMaximum : in(x1)
while inp(x2)
if x1  x2 then out(x1) else out(x2)
in(x1)
end while
return(x1)
Observe that the while-loop terminates whenever no data are available; when the control exits the
loop, the last consumed element is returned as it is the maximum.
In order to compare the Gamma and Linda coordination models we rst recall two process
algebraic representations of these languages given in [CGZ96] and [BGZ97b, BGZ98], respectively.
The semantics is presented, as in [CGZ96], by means of a two-level transition system; the lower
level describes the semantics of programs (denoted usually by P ) while the upper level describes
how a conguration hP;mi, composed by the program P and the multiset m of data available in
the shared data space, can evolve.
The small Linda calculus we use is proven to be Turing equivalent in [BGZ97b]. In this
paper we show that also the simple Gamma calculus we consider is Turing powerful. Even if the
languages are computationally equivalent, we compare them analyzing the possibility of encoding
one language in the other up-to the preservation of some properties. Our comparing criterion
is essentially a weakening of the notion of uniform encoding preserving a reasonable semantics
used in [Pal97] to discriminate the expressive power of -calculus [MPW92] and its asynchronous
fragment [Bou92, HT91].
First of all we require that the distribution of programs is preserved by the encodings; more
formally, we want that the encodings (usually denoted by [[ ]] ) are compositional at least with
respect to the parallel composition operator (denoted by j in both the languages):
[[P jQ]] = [[P ]] j[[Q]] program distribution preservation
The main reason to consider this requirement is to forbid the possibility of introducing new
external managers or extra-coordinators. In fact, without the program distribution preservation
requirement we could think to dene encodings of the following kind:
[[P1j : : : jPn]] = Qj[[P1]] j : : : j[[Pn]]
where the programs [[P1]] , : : :, [[Pn]] could use the new program Q as a controller for their inter-
actions.
The encoding should also preserve some notion of observational semantics of programs. We
consider as observable only the input-output behaviour. In particular we consider the (i) divergent
and (ii) deadlock/termination behaviours: more formally, we require that, given the conguration
hP;mi, (i) it has a divergent computation if and only if also h[[P ]] ;mi has and (ii) it has a compu-
tation terminating in a state m0 if and only if also h[[P ]] ;mi has.
We prove that Gamma and Linda are not comparable according to this comparing criterion.
More precisely, we show that there exists no program distribution preserving encoding of one
language in the other that respects the input-output behaviour.
The impossibility of encoding Linda in Gamma is rather intuitive and not dicult to prove.
It directly follows from the monotonicity of Gamma: if a Gamma program P is able to transform
the data space m1 in m2, it is also able to transform m1 ]m0 in m2 ]m0 for every m0 (] denotes
multiset union). Monotonicity does not hold in Linda as it permits to observe the absence of data
by means of the inp primitive. Indeed, suppose that inp(a) activates a particular computation; if
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an instance of a is introduced in the data space, the considered computation cannot be activated
any more.
On the other hand, the impossibility of encoding Gamma in Linda is less intuitive and it
is more dicult to prove. It essentially follows from the fact that multiset rewriting rules are
atomically executed in Gamma. This ensures that no conflict happens between two rewriting rules
that can be both applied on the same multiset. On the other hand, Linda permits to consume or
produce only one single data item in an atomic way. Usually, the atomicity of operations involving
multisets of data is obtained in Linda by using synchronization mechanisms such as semaphores
or monitors. This mechanisms are not built-in in Linda and their implementation usually requires
the introduction of explicit managers. For example, a classical way to obtain mutual exclusion
between two concurrent programs P and Q is to introduce a fresh token t (name t does not occur
neither in P nor Q) that must be consumed before one of the programs is started:
out(t) j in(t):P j in(t):Q
It is immediately clear that this approach uses an extra-coordinator (the process out(t)) that is
avoided by the above program distribution preserving property.
The paper has the following structure: in Section 2 we present syntax and semantics of the
calculi based on Gamma and Linda we consider; Section 3 presents the formal proof of the in-
comparability result while Section 4 reports comparisons with related work and some concluding
remarks.
2 The Languages and their Semantics
We recall two process algebraic representations of Gamma [BM93] and Linda [GC92] given in
[CGZ96] and [BGZ97b, BGZ98], respectively. We present in a fresh way the operational semantics
for the Linda calculus using the two-levels approach followed in [CGZ96] for the Gamma calculus:
we rst present the semantics of programs and then we describe how programs interact with the
shared data space at the coordination level. This approach has been recently used also in the
denition of a formal semantics for the coordination language Manifold [BABRSZ98].
2.1 The Language Gamma
Let Reaction, ranged over by R, Ri, : : :, and Action, ranged over by A, Ai, : : :, be two sets of
reactions and actions, respectively. Let Γ, ranged over by P , Q, : : :, be the set of Gamma programs
dened by the following abstract syntax:
ProgramsΓ P ::= (R;A) j P jP
A Gamma program P is the parallel composition of basic programs (R;A).
Let N be a countable set of names ranged over by a, b, : : :, and letM(N ), ranged over by m,
mi, : : :, be the set containing the multisets on N . Names are used to indicate the possible kinds
of data: in the following hai denotes an occurrence of a datum of kind a. Given two sets A and
B, we denote with F(A;B) the set of functions from A to B.
We consider the existence of IR and IA, two interpretation functions for reactions and actions,
respectively:
IR : Reactions −! F(M(N ); Boolean)
IA : Actions −! F(M(N );M(N ))
Given a program (R;A), IR(R) and IA(A) are two functions: given a multiset of names m if
IR(R)(m) = true then m can be rewritten as indicated by IA(A)(m).
Consider, as example, the Gamma program P = (R;A) where:
IR(R) : fa; ag 7! true
IA(A) : fa; ag 7! fbg
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This Gamma program is able to produce hbi every time two hai are available for consumption.
An alternative description for Gamma programs P = (R;A) we use in the following is:
P : m −! IA(A)(m) (= IR(R)(m)
The alternative description of the example above is:
P : fa; ag −! fbg (= true
2.1.1 Γ is Turing Powerful
We present how to encode in Gamma any Random Access Machine (RAM) [SS63], a well known
Turing equivalent formalism. This permits to conclude that Gamma is Turing powerful; to the
best of our knowledge we are not aware of previous papers analyzing the computational power of
Gamma.
The translation for RAM we present is inspired by the one for the Linda Process Algebra
(LINPA) presented in [BGZ97b].
A RAM is composed by a set of registers rj holding arbitrary large natural numbers, and a
sequence of numbered instructions.
In [Min67] it is shown that the following two instructions are sucient to model every recursive
function:
 Succ(rj): add 1 to the contents of register rj ;
 DecJump(rj; l): if the contents of register rj is not zero, then decrease it by 1 and go to the
next instruction, otherwise jump to instruction l.
If the contents of register rj is n, we indicate this by means of hjni, e.g, hj0i indicates that rj is
empty. The program counter is instead described by hpii, indicating that the following instruction
to execute is the ith one.
A Succ instruction can be easily implemented:
[[i : Succ(rj)]] : fpi; jng −! fpi+1; jn+1g (= n  0
For the DecJump instruction we consider the parallel composition of two Gamma programs: the
rst performs the decrement instruction and the second executes the jump instruction:
[[i : DecJump(rj; l)]] = P jQ
with:
P : fpi; jng −! fpi+1; jn−1g (= n > 0
Q : fpi; j0g −! fpl; j0g (= true
2.1.2 Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of Γ is dened by a labelled transition system (Γ; LabelΓ;−!Γ). The
subscript Γ is omitted when clear by the context. The set of labels LabelΓ = fm1m2 j m1;m2 2
M(N )g is ranged over by , , : : :. A label m1m2 indicates that the multiset rewriting operation
that transforms m1 in m2 can be performed.
The labelled transition relation −!Γ is the minimal one satisfying the axiom and rule in
Table 1. Axiom (1) indicates that the basic program (R;A) can perform a transition labelled with
m1m2 if it is able to rewrite the multiset m1 as m2. Rule (2) ensures that P can perform its
rewriting operation also when put in a context P jQ.
It is easy to observe that transitions of programs does not change the program itself. In other
words, the transitions are self-loops.
Fact 2.1 Let P be a program of Γ. If P −! P 0 then P 0 = P .
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(1) (R;A) m1m2−! (R;A) IR(R)(m1) = true andIA(A)(m1) = m2
(2)
P
−! P 0
P jQ −! P 0jQ
Table 1: Transition system specication for Γ (symmetric rule of (2) omitted).
(1) in(a):P a−! P (2) out(a):P a−! P
(3) inp(a)?P Q a−! P (4) inp(a)?P Q :a−! Q
(5) !in(a):P a−! !in(a):P jP (6) P
−! P 0
P jQ −! P 0jQ
Table 2: Transition system specication for L (symmetric rule of (6) omitted).
2.2 A Subset of Linda
In [BGZ98] a Linda Process Algebra, called LINPA, is introduced; in [BGZ97b] a fragment of
LINPA is shown to be Turing powerful. We recall this fragment of LINPA that we denote with L.
The programs of the language L, ranged over by P , Q, : : :, are dened by the following abstract
syntax:
ProgramsL P ::= 0 j :P j inp(a)?P P j P jP
PrefixesL  ::= out(a) j in(a) j !in(a)
The unique primitive program is 0 representing inaction; it is usually omitted for the sake of
simplicity. Structured programs are prex forms :P , if-then-else forms inp(a)?P Q, or parallel
composed programs P jQ. The possible prexes are out(a), in(a), and !in(a). The rst two prexes
represent the emission and the consumption of hai, respectively. Last prex is used for unbounded
replication of terms guarded on input operations: the program !in(a):P is able to consume an
unbounded amount of data of kind a, everytime activating a new program P . The if-then-else
form inp(a)?P Q represents a program that requires to consume a data of kind a: if it is available
it is consumed and the program P is activated, otherwise Q is chosen.
For example, the program:
P = inp(a)?0 out(b)
consumes an occurrence of hai, if available, otherwise creates a new occurrence of hbi.
The operational semantics of the language L is described by a labelled transition system (L;
LabelL; −!L). Also the underscript L is omitted when clear by the context.
The set of labels LabelL = fa; a;:a j a 2 Ng, is ranged over by , , : : :. The rst two kinds
of labels stand for input and output actions, respectively, while the third label :a indicates that
the absence of data of kind a is tested.
The transition relation −!L is the minimal one satysfying the axioms and rules of Table 2.
Axioms (1) and (2) describe the semantics of input and output prexes, respectively; a term
in(a):P requires to consume a datum of kind a by performing a transition labelled with a, while
out(a):P produces a new datum of kind a by means of a step labelled with a. Axiom (3) and (4)
indicate that a program inp(a)?P Q is able to consume a datum of kind a and become P , or to
test its absence by means of a transition labelled with :a and become Q. Axiom (5) states that
the term !in(a):P can spawn a new instance of the program P by consuming a datum of kind
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(1)
P
m1m2−! P 0
hP;m ]m1i −! hP 0;m ]m2i
(2)
P
:a−! P 0
hP;mi −! hP 0;mi
a 62 m
Table 3: Transition system specication for the coordination level.
a. Rule (6) indicates that a program P able to perform a transition can perform it also when in
parallel with other programs.
Observe that in the transition system no synchronization rules are considered. This reflects
the fact that we are dealing with an asynchronous language in which programs cannot directly
synchronize but they only interact by means of the coordination medium as described in the
following.
2.3 The Coordination Level
In this section we described a unied coordination level for both Gamma and Linda programs.
A conguration representing the state of a computation at the coordination level is composed
by the active program and the data actually available. Formally, the possible congurations are
represented by the terms composing the set C, ranged over by C, D, : : :, dened by the following
abstract syntax:
Configurations C ::= hP;mi
where P can be either a Gamma or a Linda program and m is a multiset of names representing
the data actually available.
The computations at the coordination level are described by a transition system (C;−!C)
parameterized on the possible transitions of programs described at the program level. Also the
underscript C is omitted when made clear by the context.
For the sake of conciseness we consider the labels a and a as special cases of the more general
labels m1m2: a = fag; and a = ;fag. The transition relation −!C is the minimal one satisfying
the rules in Table 3. Rule (1) permits the consumption and the introduction in the coordination
medium of new data. Rule (2) indicates that a transition testing the absence of data of kind a
can be performed only if no data of this kind are available in the shared data space.
As example of computation at the coordination level we recall the Gamma program P presented
above:
P : fa; ag −! fbg (= true
The transition system at the program level ensures that P m1m2−! P with m1 = fa; ag and m2 = fbg.
From rule (1) of Table 3 immediately follows that:
hP; fa; agi −! hP; fbgi
A similar program, able to repeatedly consume two data hai and produce hbi, can be written
also in the language L:
Q = !in(a):in(a):out(c)
The transition system at the program level ensures:
Q
a−! Q1 a−! Q2 b−! Q3 a−! Q4 : : :
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Thus, at the coordination level we have:
hQ; fa; agi −! hQ1; fagi −! hQ2; ;i −! hQ3; fbgi
This example could suggest that Gamma programs could be easily encoded in Linda, but we
will show that this is not true in general. Consider, for example, the Gamma program P = P1jP2
where:
P1 : fa; ag −! fbg (= true
P2 : fa; ag −! fcg (= true
Consider now this program P in the conguration hP; fa; agi. It is ensured that the computation
terminates in one of the congurations hP; fbgi or hP; fcgi.
Following the above approach in order to encode Gamma programs in Linda we obtain Q =
Q1jQ2 where:
Q1 = !in(a):in(a):out(b)
Q2 = !in(a):in(a):out(c)
This encoding is not satisfactory because it could introduce new deadlocks. Consider the congu-
ration hQ; fa; agi. If Q1 and Q2 independently consume their rst hai, then a deadlock is reached
because the data space becomes empty and all the involved processes require to consume data.
The non-blocking input inp can be used to solve (partially) this problem. Consider the new
encoding Q0 = Q01jQ02 with:
Q01 = !in(a):inp(a)?out(b) out(a)
Q02 = !in(a):inp(a)?out(c) out(a)
Each program consumes its rst hai and, instead of blocking if the second one is not available,
hai is reemitted and a new attempt to consume both the data is tried. In this way, the undesired
deadlock is avoided.
Even if new deadlocks are not introduced, also this encoding is not satisfactory because it
introduces divergences. Consider the case in which both the programs consume their rst hai; if
the next two computation steps consist of the execution of the two non-blocking inp operations,
both of them will fail. At this point, the initial state can be reached by reintroducing in the data
space both the consumed data.
In the next section we will prove that there exists no program distribution preserving encoding
of programs of Γ in L that preserves the input-output behaviour of programs. It is interesting to
note that also the inverse holds, i.e., no encoding of L in Γ exists.
3 Comparing the Languages
As already indicated in the previous section, we consider the input-output behaviour. In partic-
ular, we observe the possibility of divergent computations or the existence of a computation that
terminates/deadlocks with the data space in a certain state. Formally, consider the conguration
C = hP;mi; its divergence and deadlock/termination behaviour is dened as follows:
C * i there exist Ci with i 2 NI such that
C0 = C and Ci −! Ci+1 for every i
C + m0 i C −! C0 with C0 −!= C00 for any C00 and
C0 = hP 0;m0i for some P 0
In the previous section we have presented two proposals for encoding Γ in L and we have
observed that none of them is satisfactory, as the rst introduce new deadlocks and the second
add divergences. Before presenting the proof of impossibility of dening a \satisfactory" encoding
[[ ]] mapping programs of Γ in programs of L (and vice versa) we have to formalize our notion of
\satisfactory".
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First of all we require that the input-output behaviour is preserved:
hP;mi * i h[[P ]] ;mi * for any m divergence preservation
hP;mi + m0 i h[[P ]] ;mi + m0 for any m and m0 deadlock/termination preservation
Moreover, we require also that the distribution of programs is preserved and no external man-
agers or extra-coordinators are introduced during the encodings; more formally, we want that the
encoding is compositional with respect to the parallel operator (observe that j is used to denote
parallel composition in both the languages we are dealing with):
[[P jQ]] = [[P ]] j[[Q]] program distribution preservation
3.1 Encoding L in Γ
We start showing the impossibility of encoding L in Γ. This result follows from the monotonicity
of Gamma: the addition of data in the shared data space cannot forbid the possibility of executing
previously available computations.
Lemma 3.1 (Monotonicity) Let Q be a program of Γ. If hQ;mi −! hQ0;m0i for some m, Q0,
and m0 then also hQ;m ]m00i −! hQ0;m0 ]m00i for every m00.
In the following, we will use two corollaries of the monotonicity lemma. The rst, related to
the big-bang property of Gamma [San93], follows from the fact that if a process is able to produce
new data starting from the empty data space, then its computation surely diverges.
Corollary 3.2 Let Q be a program of Γ. If hQ; ;i + m then m = ;.
The second corollary states that if a process has a divergent computation starting from the
data space m, then it can diverge also if the data space is m ]m0 (for every multiset m0).
Corollary 3.3 Let Q be a program of Γ. If hQ;mi * then also hQ;m ]m0i * for every multiset
m0.
We now prove the impossibility of dening an encoding of L in Γ that preserves the dead-
lock/termination behaviour.
Theorem 3.4 There exists no encoding of Γ in L that respects the deadlock/termination be-
haviour.
Proof Consider the program out(a) of L and observe that hout(a); ;i + fag. Suppose, by
contradiction, that [[ ]] is an encoding that preserves the deadlock/termination behaviour; hence,
h[[out(a)]] ; ;i + fag contradicting Corollary 3.2.
It is interesting to note that the program distribution preservation property is not considered
in the above theorem. The impossibility result holds also if only the divergent behaviour is
considered. In this case the proof requires the denition of the following program of L that has
the property of diverging if and only if no hai is available:
P = inp(a)?0 (out(b)j!in(b):out(b))
Program P chooses its else branch out(b)j!in(b):out(b) (which is a divergent program) if no hai is
present in the data space. Otherwise, hai is consumed. From the point of view of the divergent
behaviour we have:
hP; ;i * and hP; fagi 6*
The following theorem shows that there exists no program in Γ presenting this divergent behaviour.
Theorem 3.5 There exists no encoding of Γ in L that respects the divergent behaviour.
Proof Suppose by contradiction that [[ ]] is such an encoding. Consider the program P of L as
dened above, then:
h[[P ]] ; ;i * and h[[P ]] ; fagi 6*
by divergence preservation. The fact that h[[P ]] ; ;i * implies, by Corollary 3.3, the contradiction
h[[P ]] ; fagi *.
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3.2 Encoding Γ in L
We now analyse the problem of encoding Γ in L; we show that this is not possible if we require
to preserve the program distribution, and we want to forbid the introduction of new deadlock or
divergences. In this case the proof is more complex and uses all the three requirements introduced
above. Intuitively, we proceed in the following way. We recall our running Gamma example:
P : fa; ag −! fbg (= true
and we observe that:
hP jP; fa; agi 6* and hP jP; fa; agi + m i m = fbg
In fact, only one of the programs P will be able to perform its rewriting operation.
On the other hand, we show that given a Linda program QjQ of L which is the parallel
composition of two identical programs, at each computation step of one program the other one is
able to reply with the same step.
Fact 3.6 For Q in L, QjQ −! Q0 implies Q0 = Q00jQ (or Q0 = QjQ00) and Q −! Q00.
Lemma 3.7 Let Q be a program of L and let hQjQ;m ]mi be a conguration. Then, the
conguration is deadlocked or there exists a program Q0 and a multiset m0 such that hQjQ;mi
−!  −! hQ0jQ0;m0 ]m0i (where −!  −! indicates that two computation steps are performed).
Proof If the conguration hQjQ;m ]mi is deadlocked, the thesis trivially holds.
Otherwise there exists a conguration C such that hQjQ;m ]mi −! C. We proceed by case
analysis on the rule of Table 3 used to prove the transition.
If rule (1) is used then an input or an output operation is performed. In the case of input
we have QjQ a−! Q0 for some a such that a 2 m ] m. This ensures a 2 m; the fact that the
data space is structured as union of two identical multisets ensures that another hai is available.
An occurrence of datum of kind a is removed: C = hQ0; (m ]m) n fagi (n indicates multiset
dierence). Let m0 = m n fag, then (m ]m) n fag = m ]m0. By Fact 3.6 we have Q0 = Q00jQ (or
Q0 = QjQ00) and Q a−! Q00. Then, the second subprogram Q can consume the other occurrence
of hai: C −! hQ00jQ00;m0 ]m0i. The case of output operation is treated symmetrically.
If rule (2) is used then QjQ :a−! Q0 for some a such that a 62 m]m. Moreover, the data space
is left unchanged: C = hQ0;m ]mi. By Fact 3.6 we have that Q0 = Q00jQ (or Q0 = QjQ00) and
Q
:a−! Q00. The fact that the data space is left unchanged ensures that also the second subprogram
Q can perform the transition Q :a−! Q00 (indeed a 62 m ]m), thus C −! hQ00jQ00;m ]mi is an
available transition.
Corollary 3.8 Let Q be a program of L. Then there exists a computation:
hQjQ;m ]mi 1−!  1−! C1 2−!  2−! : : : n−!  n−! Cn n+1−!  n+1−! : : :
such that:
1. the computation diverges or;
2. there exists a deadlocked conguration Cm such that Cm = hQ0jQ0;m0 ]m0i for some Q0
and m0.
Theorem 3.9 There exists no program distribution preserving encoding of Γ in L that respects
the input-output behaviour.
Proof Suppose by contradiction that [[ ]] is such an encoding. Consider the running Gamma
example P dened above and observe that:
[[P jP ]] = [[P ]] j[[P ]] by program distribution preservation
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Let Q = [[P ]] , then QjQ = [[P jP ]] . We have also:
hQjQ; fa; agi 6* by divergence preservation
hQjQ; fa; agi + m i m = fbg by deadlock/termination preservation
As fa; ag = fag]fag, Corollary 3.8 can be applied to the conguration hQjQ; fa; agi. Thus, there
are two cases to analize:
1. The computation diverges. This implies the contradiction hQjQ; fa; agi *.
2. The computation terminates in the deadlocked conguration hQ0jQ0;m0 ]m0i. This implies
hQjQ; fa; agi + m0 ]m0; leading to the contradiction m0 ]m0 = fbg.
4 Related Work and Conclusion
Gamma and Linda are two of the most prominent representative of the family of coordination
languages based on the shared-memory model. We have provided a uniform two-level presentation
of two process algebraic representations of Gamma and Linda previously introduced in [CGZ96]
and [BGZ97b, BGZ98], respectively. The main result we present is that the two languages are
incomparable: there exists no program distribution preserving encoding of one language in the
other respecting at least the input-output behaviour.
It is interesting to observe that the proof of non-encodability of Gamma in Linda essentially
shows the impossibility of having in Linda a satisfactory implementation of multiset input opera-
tions such as, e.g., amin(a1; : : : ; an) primitive that consumes the data items a1; : : : ; an. Intuitively,
one could think to realize this kind of operations using well-established transaction protocols such
as, e.g., the two- or three-phase commit algorithms. In this paper we formally prove that even this
approach cannot permits to obtain completely satisfactory solutions; indeed, either new external
managers or coordinator processes are needed, or deadlocks (or divergences) are introduced.
The idea to compare the relative expressive power of concurrent languages by studying the
possibility of encoding one language in the others up-to the preservation of some properties has
been recently used also in [Pal97], to discriminate the expressive power of -calculus [MPW92] and
its asynchronous fragment [Bou92, HT91], in [Zav98], to study the expressiveness of the so-called
negative test operators, and in [BJ98], to prove separation and equivalence results regarding the
expressiveness a class of Linda dialects.
In [Pal97] Palamidessi proves that there exists no uniform encoding of the -calculus in its
asynchronous fragment that preserves any reasonable semantics. The notion of uniform encoding
requires modularity w.r.t. both the parallel composition operator and the substitution of free
names, while the notion of reasonable semantics corresponds to the observation of particular
actions performed on particular channels. Our comparing criterion is essentially a weakening of
this one, as we do not consider name substitution and we analyze only the input-output behaviour
of programs without taking care of intermediate actions.
We have used the comparison criterion presented in this paper also in [Zav98] to investigate
the expressive power of the so-called negative test operators. In that paper we prove that a tfa(a)
operator (that tests if no message hai is available) strictly increases the expressive power of a
language with only in and out. The tfa(a) operator permits to model the inp Linda primitive as
follows: inp(a)?P Q = in(a):P + tfa(a):Q (where + is a CCS-like alternative choice). Moreover,
we show that the addition of another operator t&e(a), able to instantaneously produce a new
instance of hai after the execution of the negative test, further increases the expressiveness of the
language. We left for future work the investigation of the possibility of implementing Gamma in
a Linda-like language extended with the t&e(a) operation.
Brogi and Jacquet [BJ98] uses a notion inspired by the modular embedding of [BP91] to compare
the relative expressiveness of all Linda-like languages obtainable taking into account a subset
of the following coordination primitives: tell, get, ask (corresponding to the Linda out, in, rd
respectively) and a (non-Linda) nask (the same as the above tfa operator) which is the negative
form of ask. The comparing criterion that they use diers from ours for several aspects: e.g.,
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they require compositionality w.r.t. all the operators (also an alternative choice operator +), do
not observe the divergent behaviour, and allow also an encoding for the shared data space. These
dierences require also dierent proof techniques. Nevertheless, the results they obtain conrm
our observation on the fact that the possibility of testing the absence of messages increases the
expressiveness of languages. Indeed, they prove that each dialect without the nask primitive is
strictly less expressive than the one obtained adding also this command.
The expressiveness of operators such as the above min(a1; : : : ; an) has been recently investi-
gated also by Nestmann [Nes98]. In that paper, a joint input, inspired by the join-calculus [FG96],
is added to the asynchronous -calculus [HT91, Bou92]. This new operator permits to atomically
receive from two separated channels. The expressiveness of the join input is investigated by show-
ing possible encodings of the mixed guarded choice of the (synchronous) -calculus in the obtained
language. The fact that multiset input operators strictly increases the expressive power is formally
proved in this paper, even in a more basic way; indeed, we consider a language containing also a
negative test operator.
We left for future work the analysis of the expressive power of other coordination primitives
such as the sequential composition operator for Gamma programs introduced in [HLS93] and
revisited in [CGZ96].
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